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It is a challenge to accept oddities to one’s own training and customs when in community clinics but as nurses we are trained to assess the value and impact of cultural differences in care by patients and their families. If no harm or mental discomfort will result from a séance or an ointment of religious significance applied to the forehead we go about our business and welcome patients to do as they see fit, according to their own culture and belief system. But how about if someone is applying a traditional cultural healing originating from your own culture to your own child which results in breaking the skin and results in bleeding?

This is a personal story which I realized could be of value to nurses in general. Though highlighting subtleties in cultural differences in health care, via case reports, we can be more aware of transcultural procedures in health care. Awareness before an incident helps health care providers to keep an open mind in the clinics or with home health care when treating clients with diverse cultural backgrounds.

My own children were sick with some form of indigestion (i.e., Beck A Pho in Korean) and I knew coming home would be an evaluation of how they were doing for the day, but in addition my mother-in-law arrived from Seoul, Korea. Well, the in-law and I get along well as I don’t speak Korean and she does not speak much English. So there is never a debate in which we understand each other. But today my wife was a busy translating to explain why the kids are saying Grandma made them bleed and the distal joint on their thumbs.

The curing process of removing the bad blood responsible for the kid’s colds starts off by massaging the feet and working the massage up the legs to the thighs and over the chest to be followed with massaging the arms to push the blood into the hand. The whole process is a not tender but forceful and a squeeze is maintained as not to allow the channeled blood to escape the forward thrust. Once the bad blood is in the hand, forceful massage and squeezing occurs to get the blood to the thumb. This is strong enough to make the thumb turn purple. At this time a sewing needle that has been sterilized by the flame of a match stick is used to pick the skin to remove the channeled bad blood. About a one milliliter of blood is removed by this process. Well, the only harm I could see now on the kids is a small wound on their thumb that has clotted over well and on its way to recovery. In my mind in the clinics but I never really thought it would happen in my own home. So if you hear of Korean bloodletting with your patients look at the thumbs for signs and symptoms of infection 24 to 48 h later and hope they do not have a blood clotting disorder or bruise easily.

Well such an experience struck an interest in knowing more about other health care differences from the ancient culture of Korea, so please forward any reports or nuances to me.
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